Special order products
We produce the following special items by request only.

Titanium neck
reinforcement rods
SR0001

Titanium tremolo (inertia)
block for Strat-style guitars
Also available:
SR-001L for vintage Stratocasterstyle guitars (left hand), or
SR-001GT for Gotoh® GE1088 & 1089.

Titanium truss rods
For guitars and basses...
extremely light weight!

SR0002

KTS Titanium stop
tailpiece Les-Paul
style guitars

SR0003

KTS Titanium
string ferrules for
Telecasters®
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“I put them on my Epiphone Supernova that I was cleaning up after
the flood got it, and it sounds great! I can really tell the difference in
tone from the old bridge that was on there.”—John Jorgenson

Feel the quality. . .
experience the tone . . .
of premium grade

Titanium

guitar components

“I have installed them on several of Nils Lofrgren’s and Joe Perry’s guitars,
replacing the old rusty worn parts, and now I know I will be able to make
exact adjustments any time with no worries.”—Joe Barden

KTS has refined Titanium to an even higher level of purity,
along with other break-through processing technologies,
to create new and tone-resonant guitar components that
beat the conventional parts.
With KTS Titanium upgrades you’ll get better tone,
longer sustain, more stable string vibration, less string
breakage, and a whole lot more.

Strat® style saddles
PR-04

Japanese-size saddles
Titanium upgrade for Stratocasters® typically made
by Fender® Japan. The PR-04 series fit 10.8 mm pitch
tremolo such as Gotoh® 510 series tremolo, OGE 1088,
1089, etc. You can also install the PR-04 series on American made
models but there will be some gap between the saddles.
Thread: M3 x 0.50
Length: .827 in. (21.0 mm)

Height: .197 in. (5.0 mm)
E-to-E: 2.125 in. (54.0 mm)

Width: .425 in. (10.8 mm)

Bass bridges & saddles
PR-03 SPWB1 / 03WB1
Jazz Bass® style bridge

With conventional basses the
generally accepted way of
obtaining long sustain is to
replace the bridge, or bridge
parts, with components of
heavier mass. Although a number
of heavyweight bridges have
been developed, they conflicted with the original looks of the
instrument. Not so with the PR-03 SPWB1 series bass Titanium
bridge. It completely re-defines the “heavyweight—long sustain”
dilemma. Titanium’s natural resonance qualities won’t diminish
your sensitivity. And, in spite of its lightweight characteristics,
high purity, precision-machined Titanium gives you all of the sonic
capabilities you want—from bright to long sustain—without losing
any of the profile of the original bass. Assembled bridge is available
with PR-03 SP (SPWB1) or PR-03 (03WB1) saddles.

PR-03

PR-11

U.S.-size saddles

Jazz Bass® style
plain saddles

Titanium upgrade designed to replace Stratocaster®
style saddles typically made by Fender® in the U.S.A.
and other vintage-style tremolos. The screw thread
follows the inch standard.

Titanium upgrades applicable
to so-called Fender® vintage style
bass bridges.

Thread: 4-40 in.
Length: .827 in. (21.0 mm)

Height: .217 in. (5.5 mm)
E-to-E: 2.224 in. (56.5 mm)

Width: .445 in. (11.3 mm)

Narrow saddles
Titanium upgrade for narrower pitch (.413 in.)
saddles which are compatible with the current
American Standard Stratocaster®, PRS®, Gotoh®
GTC101 and many others.
Height: .197 in. (5.0 mm)
E-to-E: 2.067 in. (52.5 mm)

Width: .413 in. (10.5 mm)

PR-15

Length: .748 in. (19.0 mm)

Diameter: .315 in. (8 mm)

Height: .250 in. (6.5 mm)
Thickness: .115 in. (3.0 mm)

PR-01 SET

Vintage ABR-1 style bridge
PR-01 Titanium upgrade saddles
are pre-assembled with zinc die
cast base. This bridge base is not
identical to Gibson’s® but it can
be used as a replacement for the
original vintage ABR-1 style bridges.

Pure Titanium upgrade insert blocks for
Floyd Rose style locking tremolo bridges.
Titanium prevents string breakages
that often occur due to overly tightened screws or corrosion. The
size specifications match Floyd Rose original parts. Please note that
block is not usable for other Floyd Rose styles such as Lo Pro Edge of
Ibanez®.. Ti-Block G for Gotoh® locking tremolo is also available.

Telecaster style saddles
PR-08

Telecaster® style saddles
Titanium upgrade for 2-strings per
saddle “barrels” for the Telecaster®
manufactured by Fender® Japan.
String pitch is 10.8 mm. It can be
used with U.S.A. manufactured
Telecasters® as well. A string groove
limit has been milled into the barrel’s top edge. Metric screws are
made of stainless steel.
Thread: M3 x 0.50

Titanium upgrade saddles for Gibson’s® original
BR-010 bridge. Specs are the same as original.
Does not have pre-cut string grooves. We
recommend using diamond file to cut the
string grooves, however, a regular file can be used.

Length: .803 in. (20.4 mm)

Telecaster® style
compensated saddles
PR-08WD Titanium upgrade saddles
adjust obliquely to improve octave
tuning—a previous drawback with
the standard two-string-per-saddle
designs. Stability also improves
chording performance higher up
the neck. PR-08WD upgrade saddles can be used with any U.S. model
Telecasters® that use this type of saddle.

Titanium upgrade saddles for Gotoh® bridge
part numbers GE-103B and GE-103BT. These
saddles come with pre-cut string grooves.

Octave: 6-32

Thread: 6-32

Thread: M2.6 x 0.45
Width: .362 in. (9.2 mm)

’68 style Telecaster®
style saddles

Height: .250 in. (6.5 mm)
Thickness: .115 in. (3.0 mm)

Gotoh® saddles

Length: .744 in. (18.9 mm)

Height: .315 in. (8.0 mm)
Thickness: .115 in. (3.0 mm)

PR-06

Nashville style saddles

Mustang®, Jaguar® and
Jazzmaster® style guitars

American Standard block
style saddles
PR-17 is an ultra high-end block upgrade
Titanium saddle intended for Strat-style
guitars including the current American Standard, PRS, Gotoh® GTC101
and many others.

Our Titanium upgrade (PR-MU series) saddles will fit your bridge
perfectly without gaps between the saddles making them more
stable so the strings won’t move with hard picking. Titanium’s sonic
characteristics give you more deep midrange and longer sustain.

Height: 4.5 mm (.17 in.)
Length: 19.0 mm (.748 in.)

Thread: M3 x 0.50
Dia. (2 & 5 strings): .374 in. (9.5 mm)
E-to-E: 55 mm

Dia. (1 & 6 strings): .326 in. (8.3 mm)
Dia. (3 & 4 strings): .394 in. (10.0 mm)

Titanium upgrade saddles for Gibson’s® original
BR-030 bridge. Specs are the same as the original.
Does not have pre-cut string grooves. We
recommend using a diamond file to cut the string
grooves, however a regular file can be used.
Thread: M3 x 0.50
Width: 3.50 in. (8.8 mm)

Height: .395 in. (10.0 mm)
Thickness: .100 in. (2.55 mm)

PR-06 SET

Nashville style bridge
PR-06 Titanium upgrade saddles
are pre-assembled with zinc die
cast base. This bridge base is not
identical to Gibson’s® but can be
used as a replacement for the original Nashville-style Tune-O-Matic
bridges. Available in gold or silver plating.

Diameter: .315 in. (8.0 mm)

PR-08WD

PR-05

The original design of these
saddles allowed for no height
adjustment screws, each saddle
had a different diameter to
compensate for the fingerboard radius, and they were always loosely
fit into the bridge.

Width: 10.5 mm (.413 in.)
E-to-E: 52.5 mm (2.067 in.)

Thread: M3 x 0.50
Width: .350 in. (8.8 mm)

Floyd Rose style bridges

Titanium upgrades based on
the design of the Fender® Jazz
Bass® style and the thread
type. Stainless steel height and
octave adjustment screws make
intonation easy and effortless.

PR-MU

PR-17

Titanium upgrade saddles for the old Tune-OMatic style bridges that were made by Tokiwa,
a Japanese parts manufacturer (you can see
“JAPAN” stamped on the reverse of the bridge
body). These saddles come with pre-cut string grooves.

TI-Block insert block

Thread: 4/40 in.
Width: .350 in. (8’8 mm)

Mustang® style saddles

Width: .413 in. (10.5 mm)

Japanese (Tokiwa) style saddles

Floyd Rose style saddles

Jazz Bass® style
threaded saddles

Titanium upgrade designed to replace block saddles
of American Standard Stratocaster® and American
Deluxe Stratocaster® guitars typically made by Fender®
U.S.A. (identified by offset adjustment screws).
Height: .197 in. (5.0 mm)
E-to-E: 2.067 in. (52.5 mm)

PR-01

Vintage ABR-1 style saddles

American Standard style offset saddles

Thread: 4-40 in.
Length: .827 in. (21.0 mm)

Tune-O-Matic (T.O.M.) style
saddles & bridges

PR-02

PR-03 SP

PR-14

Thread: 4-40 in.
Length: .827 in. (21.0 mm)

Thread: M3 x 0.50

“I’ve found a remarkable tone improvement with the KTS bridge saddles. They
dramatically increase sustain and clarity on all my Les Pauls and Fender Stratocasters.
I also haven’t broken a single string on the guitars that have these bridge saddles. I’m
putting them on all of my guitars at this time. They’re GREAT!!!!”—Don Felder

Height: 4-40 Length: .803 in. (20.4 mm)

Dia.: .315 in. (8.0 mm)

PR-08 Quattro
Saddles from late 1954 were usually
the plain steel barrel type with no
grooves. They were .250 in. diameter.
After mid-1958 plain steel saddles were
replaced by .250 in. diameter threaded saddles that remained standard
until sometime in 1968. In 1968 the .250 in. diameter steel saddles were
introduced with string grooves at each end. The groove took the
diameter of the saddle down between .215 in. and .220 in. at the bottom
of the groove where the string was positioned. It is these ’68 version the
PR-08 Quattro Titanium upgrade saddles are designed to match.
Thread: 6-32

Length: .819 in. (20.8 mm)

PR-16

Telecaster® style saddles
Titanium upgrade designed for use
with Tele 6-way vintage-style bridges.
They correspond to not only U.S.A.
but Japanese models as well.
Thread: 4-40
Thread Diameter: .250 in. (6.35 mm)

Diameter: .250 in. (6.35 mm)

